
Introduction
The goal of this digital marketing proposal is to provide you with basic information about
[Company Name] and the digital marketing services we provide, as well as information and
pricing for a custom digital marketing solution designed specifically for your needs.

I believe we are a good fit for one another based on our past conversation. I've talked to my
team, and they're eager to get started assisting you in achieving your marketing objectives.

You'll find a pricing table with the services we've previously discussed at the end of this page. If,
after reading over our whole list of services, you believe that the offerings in the pricing table are
inadequate for your needs, please email me a comment (to the right) and I'll make the
necessary adjustments.

Once you are satisfied with the products and costs of your unique digital marketing solution,
please e-sign this proposal at the bottom, and we will continue as planned.

About Us

In today's digital business world, you need a partner that can assist you in taking advantage of
digital marketing opportunities across a range of channels in real-time.

Based in [City], [Company Name] is a full-service digital marketing firm. To provide our clients
with exceptional results, we mix a data-driven strategy with knowledge gleaned from years of
experience in digital marketing.

We are aware of how crucial digital marketing is to a business. I have therefore ensured that we
are the ideal fit for you.

1. The numbers tell the whole story. There are [x] active clients I have, and [x] of them own
companies like yours. Because I've worked with clients just like you in the past, I am familiar
with your niche and am aware of the steps to take to create a successful approach.

2. Our number one priority is research. We don't just flood your social media feeds with ads or
throw them everywhere. We do our homework on the best opportunities for you and the best
business strategy.

3. Customer service is the main focus of our company policy. This means we put a lot of effort
into making sure you get the most value for your money.

4. We are aware of the modern marketing tenets. Nowadays, marketing involves more than just
sticking a copy on an advertisement and making sure people see it. It involves carefully and
purposefully building a rapport with a particular clientele so you can address a problem that only
they have.

Our Services

The following is a list of our services.

1. Search Engine Optimization: Your company wants to become more visible in search results
on sites like Google and Bing through SEO. Whether you want assistance with programmatic,
Google Ads, social media, or other media buying objectives, we can help.

To improve the website's visibility in search engines, we'll assist with using the most recent SEO
approaches (such as optimizing the website with pertinent keywords, monitoring domains,



sub-domains, backlinks, and more).

2. Pay-Per-Click: Our customers have found that our distinctive pay-per-click approach is an
essential tool for growing their consumer base. We employ a unique PPC strategy that aids in
increasing user awareness of the client's website.

3. Video Production: Your video marketing efforts can be supported by [Company Name]
whether you're creating blog entries, photos, or videos.

4. Social: For your website, are you looking for sales, leads, or registrations? SMM, which
stands for social media marketing, is the process of developing content specifically for each
social media platform in order to encourage user interaction and sharing. We will support you in
achieving your goals.

We provide [Mention solutions] that increase the visibility of the client's items across various
social media networks and platforms. We have a marketing team that develops campaigns,
slogans, and other things.

5. Email: Sending in-depth emails helps us collaborate with more clients in order to accelerate
business growth. To increase a company's visibility, our staff takes extra effort to design and
write the material that is communicated.

6. Web Development: The hub of your internet presence is your website. One of the few areas
on the internet where your brand's message may be communicated without being distorted or
distracted is here. The web development services provided by [Company Name] are ideal for
brands at any stage.

Your brand's website can be built from the ground up with the assistance of our web
development experts. We specialize in creating websites that convey a distinctive brand story
while exceeding the standards of today's pickiest customers.

7. Design: We can conduct a thorough assessment and collaborate with you to enhance the
site architecture, design, and responsiveness if your website has already been developed but
isn't operating up to expectations.

8. Content: In the modern marketing world, content reigns supreme. The world's most
prosperous brands have created thorough content strategies that enable them to motivate,
educate, and entertain their target audiences.

At [Company Name], our expertise is in assisting clients with the planning, creation, and
promotion of content that increases audience engagement and leads to conversions.

Pricing
Services Price
Web Designing
Content Strategy
SEO Optimization
Reporting
Total (Inclusive of all taxes):

Tasks and Deliverables



Tasks Expected Delivery Date
Audit, Analytics implementation and Keyword
research
Website design
Content strategy
SEO Optimization
Social media monitoring
Other services

Timeline
[Create a written or visual timeline showing the items and dates that your client will
receive]
For instance: We start on [Date]. In order to learn more about the project's stakeholders,
including the sales team, CEO, marketing, and customer support teams, we'll first hold
an introductory call with them. Then, after conducting keyword research, I will send it to
you by [Date]. The suggested topics and content summaries will be sent to you by
[Date], etc.

Tasks Timeline
Audit, Analytics implementation and Keyword
research
Website design
Content strategy
SEO Optimization
Social media monitoring
Other services

Deliverables
Please sign below to indicate that you would like to use our services. You can always get in
touch with us for more information or help.

[Your Company]                                                                       [Client Company] 
Signature                                                                                  Signature 
Date                                                                                          Date 
[Your Name]                                                                             [Client Name] 


